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SPANISH
CHAPTER
TOPICS

SPANISH 1

SPANISH 2

SEPTEMBER
Names, numbers
1-1000;
greeting, age,
noun, articles,
gender,
agreement;
alphabet;
facts about Spain;
colors

OCTOBER
Pronouns,
indefinite articles,
gustar (likes &
dislikes),
vocabulary: class
items, ser with
origin vocabulary;
items in your room,
Columbus Day,
"hay"

NOVEMBER
Ser: tell time;
describe people
(adjective,
agreement) tener,
pres, tense;
facts about
Mexico;
Day of the Dead;
tell at what time;
subject pronouns

DECEMBER
Spanish crafts;
celebration of
Christmas in
Mexico & Spain;
gustar plus
infinitive;
reg -ar verbs;
estar, ir;
days of the week;
tu vs. ud, gustar
plus infinitive

JANUARY
Days of the week;
dates;
Hispanic cultures
in the U.S.;
weather exp;
who;
interrogative
words;
indirect object
pronouns;
regular -er & -ir
verbs

FEBRUARY
Family vocabulary;
possessive
adjective;
Possession with
"de"; hacer;
"How often";
negative words

MARCH
Tener expressions;
ir + a + infinitive;
future events;
facts about
Ecuador, Peru;
giving advice;
salir, deber, poner

APRIL
Reflexive verbs;
stem changing
verbs (e>ie);
direct object
pronouns;
phone etiquette

MAY
Serv vs.estar;
Food vocabulary;
restaurants;
clothing
vocabulary;
stem-changing
verbs (o>ue);
Cinco de Mayo

Introductions,
description:
adjective
agreement, regular
present tense
verbs;
naming likes &
dislikes;
gustar, encantar
etc.; cultural,
geographical
information about
Andalusia: Moors,
reconquista

Estar with
adjective of feeling;
regular preterite -ar
verbs;
ir hacer;
ask/offer help;
weather C vs. F;
Columbus and the
Age of Discovery

Reflexive verbs,
e>I stem changing
verbs;
D.O. pronouns;
"ago" (hace.que..);
vocabulary:
complaint, daily
routine, chores;
Mexico: cultural
facts, food,
geography;
Day of the Dead

Debes/deberias to
give advice;
ser with descriptive
adjectives;
estar with location;
conocer-to know
people;
Christmas crafts &
customs

Comparisons;
preterite -er & -ir
verbs & poder;
informal
commands;
regular & irregular
adverbs with mente

Car-gar-zar
spelling changing
verbs;
para & infinitive;
ser vs. estar;
para plus infinitive

Reintro: preterite of
all verbs;
formal commands
singular & plural;
negative informal
commands

Saber vs. conocer;
preterite of pedir;
servir, traer,
restaurant
etiquette &
ordering;
naming foods;
making excuses;
fitness, health
vocabulary; body
parts, etc

Mexican foodCinco de Mayo
history &
celebration (relate
to US history);
general review;
introduction to
imperfect tense

Episodes of Destinos at intervals throughout the year, as culture, vocabulary, & grammar match appropriately

JAN 2004
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CHAPTER
TOPICS

SPANISH 3

SEPTEMBER
Review;
present & preterite
tense;
stem changing
verbs;
agreement of
adjective
description;
saber vs.conocer;
culture of Galiciafood, language;
Camino de
Santiago

OCTOBER
vocabulary of
giving advice &
health habits;
informal
commands regular
& irregular;
reflexive verbs;
imperfect tense;
Columbusconsequences &
results of his
voyages;
Day of the Dead
authentic texts

NOVEMBER
Imperfect tense
vs.preterite tense;
Venezuela history
& culture (food);
future tense

DECEMBER
Present perfect
tense;
negative words
(double negatives);
comparisons of
equality &
inequality;
Christmas in Spain
& Mexico crafts

JANUARY
Se with
unintentional
event;
passive se
construction;
por vs.para;
double object
pronouns;
Venezuelan
customs

FEBRUARY
Talking about
hopes & wishes;
using the present
subjunctive;
subjunctive in noun
clauses;
reading legends

MARCH
Subjunctive
retelling legends
(mostly Mexican)
some from
Venezuela;
vocabulary of the
arts (dance, music,
etc.); Mexican
muralist; social
commentary

APRIL
MAY
Infinitive
Irregular
vs.subjunctive in a
subjunctive
clause;
formation;
subjunctive in noun nosotros
commands;
clauses;
gender of nouns, in-cultural info:
o & a not regular; Guadalajara,
art project
Mexico, music-Luis
description
Miguel, Mana,
analysis;
Cinco de Mayo
Hispanic artists,
(analysis);
Kahlo, Picasso,
cultural contrast
and others
(HOTS)

Episodes of Destinos at intervals throughout the year, as culture, vocabulary & grammar match appropriately

SPANISH 4

JAN 2004

Review verb
tenses;
subjunctive,
subjunctive with
feelings;
reflexive verbs for
reciprocal actions;
Argentina-history,
culture, literature,
(Destinos),
English, Italian
influence

Present perfect
subjunctive; use of
subjunctive with
the unknown or
nonexistent;
"vos" as Argentina
usage;
Argentine historyJuan Peron, Evita,
the Dirty War;
present state of
Argentina

Subjunctive with
doubt & disbelief &
after impersonal
expressions;
past participles
used as adjectives

Subjunctive after
certain
conjunctions, with
denial &
disagreement;
conditional tense;
Hispanics in the
US; Christmas
cultural contrast,
crafts

Subjunctive with
para que;
vocabulary to talk
about
accomplishments
& future plans

Subjunctive in
contrary to fact
statements;
New York & Puerto
Rico as centers of
Hispanic culture;
reading in
authentic excerpts

Past subjunctive;
history & culture of
Puerto Rico;
text readings

Sequence of
tenses; past
subjunctive (cont.);
Costa Rica environment
issues;
impersonal se

Review (global);
future plans;
readings;
Costa Rica short
stories

